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 At the same time, you can collect power-ups to help you on your quest. [3] Warning: Not recommended for very young
children or for those with limited dexterity. This article needs attention and help. The specific problem is: "Not recommended
for very young children or for those with limited dexterity. This article needs attention and help. The specific problem is: "The

game is simple, but the controls make it difficult to play. The platforming controls were annoying. [4] Toki Tori 2+ (codenamed
Yota) is a puzzle-platformer video game developed by 'Yota and released in 2014 for the iOS, Android, Microsoft Windows,

Mac OS X, and Wii U. [1] It was ported to the Nintendo 3DS in 2015, [2] to the PlayStation 4 in 2016, [3] and to the
PlayStation Vita in 2018. [4] It is the second game in the franchise, the first being the 2007 video game, Toki Tori. [5] [6] [7]
[8] Toki Tori 2+ features a similar art style to the first game, with several of the recurring animated elements from that game,

such as the fox-like creatures and the giant, floating trees. This time, however, the player is on a more realistic-looking platform;
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The art style from Toki Tori 2+ is inspired by nature, with the dense vegetation resembling both trees and bushes. [1] [9] [10]
[11] [12] In Toki Tori 2+, the player controls a small creature named "Toki". The creature is red with a dot on its head, and has
a pair of red legs and a green torso. It runs through the forest, jumping over obstacles and avoiding enemies, whilst collecting
items such as hearts and mushrooms. When it collects enough hearts, the creature "blows out" into an empyrean-like field. [1]
[2] [3] [4] The developers of Toki Tori 2+ have stated that the platforming controls were an attempt to move away from the
typical platformer controls used in the genre, such as the jump button. Instead, they made a game that emphasizes both fluid

movement and precision with the control scheme. They state that the difficulty of the game was increased by rewarding precise
movement. [1] Toki Tori 2+ uses an open world design, 82157476af
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